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Teachers try to find particular characteristics in students… They observe  
these four characteristics. This starts in primary schools.  

            

              
Intelligency 

              
Creativity 

              
Leadership 

Capacity 

              
Motivation 



Ministry of Education encourages 

students to take part in science 

based project competition. These 

projects are not compulsory but 

teachers and students are highly 

encouraged to take part in. Projects 

are evaluated by a jury composed 

of professors from universities and 

some project deserves to compete 

in regional level and then national 

level. At the end, there  are awards 

for students as well as their 

teachers.  

Not compulsory but stimulated! 
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In Turkey for instance TUBITAK (THE SCIENTIFIC AND 
TECHNOLOGICAL RESEARCH COUNCIL OF TURKEY)  
Pojects: 
In secondary schools, teachers encourage students to 
do projects in several subjects such as: Maths, 
Chemistry, Physics, Biology and Geography, etc. Most 
of the time subjects, related with science are more 
intersting for the students because they can use the 
laboratory and explore new things. 



Not compulsory but stimulated! 

The idea is nearly the same and 
the projects are assessed in the 
same way.  
 
Teachers, in the school, try to 
encourage students to take part in 
this competition and they start to 
work in the laboratory or in a class 
after the school classes in the 
afternoon. 
The deadline is the beginning of 
February every year and they 
announce the results in April. 
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Students go and see the projects in Project 
exhibitions in regional level. 
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Seminars: 
Teachers usually direct the students to 
science education by inviting people from 
different professions and arranging a mini 
seminar. Sometimes some professors come 
to school from universities to tell about 
how to be a science man or woman.   
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Trips: 
Teachers in our school sometimes arrange 
trips to science olympics organised by 
universities. Students are highly motivated 
theough these trips because they see how 
other people succeed in scientific fields. 
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Competitions in the school: 
Teachers organise competitions in the 
school and at the end of the competition 
there is always special awards for the 
students. 



 

 

Teaching Methods 

•Teachers’ lesson  

•Students groups 

•Lab Experience 

•( for foreigners) Peers from the same 

 country already included help and  

  give       MOTIVATION  
                    the experience of “Who made it” - 
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Teaching Methods: 

 

 making experiments in different 
situation 
 

 

 

 Making the students realize that 
science is usefull in everyday life 

 visiting museums and doing workshop 



 

Mathematics can also be taught by means of experience, practical examples. So, the 
definition can be used later on, when the profundity of the concept has already 
been acquired. 

Teaching Maths 

Mathematics makes

you stronger

The objective is to help these pupils by trying to work on the
“basic ideas ”,which for the moment
they lack, in some focal points of the subject.



 

 

 It is important to give the students real material on which to

build up the lacking basic ideas.

 These need to be rebuilt, and in doing so, it is necessary to

propose more building up models, so that each pupil can find

the model which fits him the best.

 It is important to limit as much as possible the abstractness of

certain contents, using material objects which can be held in

the hand, in order to build up the abstract mental model which,

at this point, will not be forgotten.



School trips to places of natural 

interest to study 

biology and physics 



 

 

La CONCA di GOVERNOLO 

Students learn the 
systems of dams and 

dikes 





















In Slovakia 



1/  CHROMATOGRAPHY 

 Three methods of modern laboratories 



Why are  leaves green ? 



Why do leaves get yellow or green in autumn? 



1/  Plant dyes 

Chlorophyl  -   
• A green dye, which is found 

in chloroplasts 

• A complex compound 

which contains an atom of 

magnesium 

http://cs.wikipedia.org/wiki/Chloroplast
http://www.fotosynteza.host.sk/chlorofyl.html


Plant dyes 

• Karotenes – yellow and orange dyes 

 

 

http://www.oskole.sk/wap/index.php?id_cat=53&new=18084
http://www.liecivapriroda.sk/www-liecivapriroda-sk/0/0/2/30
http://www.pluska.sk/izdravie/zdrava-vyziva/vitaminy/06/silna-trojka-vitaminov-c-d-kde-je-ich-najviac.html


plant dyes 

• Xanthophylls - yellow dyes look like 

karotenes  but they are more polar 

• There exists about 600 kinds of  xanthophyls, well 

known is lutein 

 

https://bybio.wordpress.com/tag/fall-color/
http://happydietitian.wordpress.com/2012/03/05/hair-loss-and-food-what-you-should-know/


 Vincent van Gogh‘s paintings 

                               

 

http://www.4-construction.com/sk/clanok/dekorativne-vazy-so-slnecnicami-a-sedmokraskami-v-malbach-vincenta-van-gogha-_6688/
https://www.google.sk/imgres?imgurl=&imgrefurl=http://latrynask.blog.cz/0902/vincent-van-gogh&h=0&w=0&tbnid=EMRy5UN1MT0RaM&zoom=1&tbnh=264&tbnw=191&docid=1yXYme4-DzjvuM&tbm=isch


How crystal  arises 

 

Paintings and crystals 

https://www.google.sk/imgres?imgurl=&imgrefurl=http://blog.godreports.com/2012/11/vincent-van-goghs-unappreciated-journey-with-christ/&h=0&w=0&tbnid=TEfkLBeAGMWmLM&zoom=1&tbnh=177&tbnw=284&docid=Z-0bmejwAdmUXM&tbm=isch
http://www.vangoghgallery.com/painting/starry-night.html
http://www.vangoghgallery.com/painting/starry-night.html
http://www.vangoghgallery.com/painting/starry-night.html
http://www.vangoghgallery.com/painting/starry-night.html
http://www.vangoghgallery.com/painting/starry-night.html


Yellow pigment   

Painters often prepared 
paints on their own. 

An oil paint comprises 
pigment – yellow 
powder and oil which 
after a certain time 
gets dry – it stiffens up. 

By melding different 
paints on the pallete 
they pripared different 
shades  

 



What do the flowers in the pictures have in 

common?  



To be an Entrepreneur 

• An entrepreneur is an individual who does not 
expect things to happen, but is a proactive person 
who makes things happen. 

• An entrepreneur is highly motivated, has good 
ideas and knows how to implement them in 
order to achieve his goals. 

• An entrepreneur is someone who is not afraid to 
start a bold project. Someone who believes in 
his/her  potential,  has leadership skills and can 
work in a team. 

 



•  An entrepreneur knows that a failure is just an opportunity to learn 
and be better. 

• In our school students are challenged to be entrepreneurs. 
• Our goal is to foster the interest of scientific research on students.  

 



In addition to the mandatory and traditional presentation of a 
project previously developed by the students, the school 
promotes the exchange of experiences among young people, 
usually aged between 16 and 18 and studying several scientific 
areas/fields with the goal of promoting cooperation and 
exchange between young scientists and guiding them towards a 
future career in science and technology.  
 



These meetings give the students the opportunity to compete with the 
best of their peers, to compare ideas, to meet other contestants with 
similar abilities and interests, as well as to be guided by some of the 
most prominent scientists in Europe. 
 


